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Nowadays we may notice that SOA arrived to its maturity stage and Cloud Computing brings
the next paradigm-shift regarding the software delivery business model. In such a context, we
consider that there is a need for frameworks to guide the creation, execution and management
of virtual organizations (VO) based on services from different Clouds. This paper will introduce the main components of such a framework that will innovatively combine the principles
of event-driven SOA, REST and ISO/IEC 42010:2007 multiple views and viewpoints in order
to provide the required methodology for Cloud-based virtual organization (Cloud-VO) engineering. The framework will consider the resource concept found in software architectures
like REST or RDF as the basic building block of Cloud-VO. and will make use of resources’
URIs to create the Cloud-VO’s resource allocation matrix. While the matrix is used to declare
activity-resources relationships, the resource catalogue concept will be introduced as a way
to describe the resource in one place, using as many viewpoints as needed, and then to reuse
that description for the creation or simulation of different VOs.
Keywords: Virtual Organizations, Enterprise Engineering Framework, Cloud Computing,
REST
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Introduction
For many years, a lot of work has been
done around the virtual organization concept
(VO) generating two main streams of research: agent-based systems (individuals,
agents, goals, individual and group behavior,
rules) [1], [2], [3] and service-based systems
(systemic approach on relationships between
objectives, events, entities, nodes, services,
and the required coordination and management frameworks) [4], [5], [6], [7]. From the
formation methodology point of view, there
are two types of VOs [8]: 1) emergent VO – a
request is sent to a virtual market, there is an
auction process taking place and, finally, a
broker will decide the structure of the consortium that will actually process the request;
2) designed VO – once the opportunity has
been identified, the broker will proceed with
a top-down design process in order to select
the required services and to form the VO.
On the other hand, the technology evolved
and recent years have generated a new software delivery paradigm known as Cloud
Computing. It encompasses Software as a
Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS),
and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS).
Among these types, SaaS is a software deliv-

ery model, which provides access to business
functionality remotely (usually over the internet) as a service [9].
In this paper we will identify the relationship
between the two elements: the organizational
concept (virtual organization) and the technology (Cloud Computing). We consider that
virtual organizations should be seen as service-based socio-technical systems and that
they should be engineered (top-down approach as opposed to ad-hoc formation) following the cybernetics principles and the
economic laws (business objectives, cost,
profit). Moreover, in the context of Cloud
Computing paradigm, the nature of commodity-like capabilities delivered by cloud services and the inherent challenges in this
business model drive the need for Cloudbased VO engineering as the process of designing the VO system such that to use cloud
resources in order to respond to business opportunities. There are two main assumptions
that emerge from the above statements: 1)
structural analysis is the more appropriate
model for research in this field (focus on the
concepts used to describe a Cloud-based VO
and the building-blocks of this model) and 2)
there are multiple perspectives that may be
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used to analyze such a system (the service
models, the information processed within
VO, the work-flow of activities, the cost of
the process, the agents that approve/execute
the activities etc.).
2 Virtual Organizations
The basic definition of virtual organizations
(VO) can be fairly simple: organizations and
individuals that dynamically inter-connect in
order to share and use resources by means of
temporary alliances. However, complex
problems arise on different abstraction levels
when one starts to analyze concepts like inter-connections, resource sharing and alliances. The complexity is generated by the multidisciplinary approach needed to design, operate and manage VOs as socio-technical
systems.
The VO term has its roots back to the early
1990’s when Raymond Miles and Charles
Snow [10] first described the agent-broker
network organization (dynamic network).
Later on, the idea has been transformed into a
new organization design paradigm by popular works of Dvidow, Hammer, Cunningham,
Adam [11], [12], [13]. All these theses share
the same vision of an organization system
with the following distinctive characteristics:
vertical disaggregation, internal and external
brokering, full-disclosure information systems, and market substitutes for administrative mechanisms. It is a vision that gives to
information technology (IT) the key role in
creating the links between various resources
shared throughout the VO. The Networks became one of the practical examples of the
applying the well-known model of competitive advantage [14] in the real business
world. From a distinct strategic position, the
broker uses the instrument of the network as
an effective organizational form to create
value in the industry (in new niches, demand
pockets) and to capture value for the individual company. Following this approach, the
Network shares also the basic characteristics
of any organization, as defined by Galbraith
in ’77 [15]: (1) groups of people, (2) common goal, (3) division of labor, (4) integration by information based processes.
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One of the most distinctive building blocks
of VOs vs. other organization forms is the
“switching principle” defined by Mowshowitz in 1999 [17]. This principle basically
states that the broker or the final customer
can dynamically re-allocate resources to design virtual activities. A common example of
applying the switching principle is the order
payment process when the user or the system
(by means of a set of pre-defined business
rules created by the broker) may select one
type of payment, from a list of available
methods, based on the process execution’s
context variables. The switching principle
generates yet another viewpoint over the virtual organizations as systems created on the
basis of resource selection from the (electronic) market: the need to calculate the market transaction cost [17] as the cost for
searching the right partner or specifying the
transaction.
From a methodological perspective, we can
summarize the literature on virtual organizations formation by two possible approaches:
1. emergent virtual organizations - a demand is placed on a virtual market, there
is a bidding process and, finally, a broker
decides the structure of the consortium
that will be created to process the request;
2. designed virtual organizations - once a
collaboration opportunity is detected, a
member playing the role of the broker
will launch a top-down design to create
the virtual organization;
Since the network is the basic organization
form for VOs, the next natural question
would be: do the network topologies have
any influence on the VO structure? By analyzing the relevant literature, Katzy et al. [19]
identified three VO types that seem to be
acknowledged by many authors: supplychain VO in manufacturing industries, star
(main contractor) VO in construction industries, and peer-to-peer VO in creative and
knowledge industries. These types are based
on basic network topologies. In a supplychain topology, it is the business process that
is designed and governs the partners’ interaction. In a star topology, partners interact with
one central hub or strategic centre, while
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partners in peer-to-peer topology have multiple relationships between all nodes without
hierarchy.
3 Frameworks for Virtual Organizations
Regarding the frameworks that should guide
the formation, implementation and the management of virtual organizations, current research is directed almost exclusively to identify the optimal model for coordinating the
services / autonomous agents. In this respect,
we can identify three main models regarding
the conceptual framework and the coordination mechanisms:
 agent-based models and rules;
 models based on services and service oriented architectures;
 models based on semantic Web technologies;
The main problem identified in a VO system
is how to ensure cooperative behavior in scenarios populated with heterogeneous agents
and led by their own interests. Castelfranchi
summarizes relevant literature and identifies
two main areas of research [20]: 1) imposing
restrictive facilities for the actions of agents,
and thus being impossible for them to deviate
from the desired behavior (the approach severely limits the autonomy of agents), 2) restricting the environment, in which agents interact, through the use of business rules and
leaving the freedom for the agents to follow
or violate them. Usually, the first case deals
with the relationship between tools for workflow management and agent-oriented systems while in the second case, the concept of
electronic institutions is introduced as a virtual replica of the institutions that govern the
real world.
In a recent article, McGinnis and colleagues
published a framework for designing virtual
organizations seen as a result of interconnections that take place in a society of
agents [21]. More details on this may be
found in other two papers: a) a voting protocol for the agents that make up the VO [22],
b) the formal representation of contracts [23].
Moreover, other works analyze the norms
that may be applied to the behavior of agents
through the so-called electronic institutions
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(EI). An electronic institution is considered a
key component in the supervision of agentbased virtual organizations. A set of rules are
declared by the EI to govern the public behavior of agents. In this regard, Sierra et al.
[24] propose a framework for defining and
applying such rules. The authors aim to combine the Islander (a pragmatic modeling language for electronic institutions) with a
methodology for the development of intelligent agents (Prometheus). Oliveira and
Lopes have also develop a framework [25]
based on the use of a rules engine to apply a
set of rules (the normative system) in a context called "institutional reality" (body of
facts that exist into the engine's working
memory at a certain moment). The agents
will then always act within this kind of context. The authors identify three types of rules:
constitutive rules, institutional and operational. Similar approaches that propose the use of
rules as a restrictive environment for agents'
behavior can be found in [26].
There are a number of works which try to
demonstrate that the creation of virtual organization can only occur through the integration of ontologies and semantic technologies in service-oriented systems. Thus, in
[27], [28] and [29] we can find an ontologyoriented service-based VO modeling framework addressing the inherent interoperability problems that can arise in heterogeneous service-oriented environments. The
authors present a simplified architecture that
facilitates the dynamic reconfiguration of
services based on requests expressed by customers. A request is sent to the system and is
served by an ad-hoc organization of heterogeneous services that have been previously
registered in a semantically-harmonized environment based on Semantic Web technologies.
Camarinha-Matos and Afsarmanesh [8] describe a framework for the creation of an OV
in a breeding environment: (1) characterization of the opportunity for collaboration; (2)
creation of the VO draft plan; (3) search and
selection of partners; (4) negotiations; (5) detailed plan of the VO; (6) contracting; (7)
launching. From an architectural perspective,
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Boukadi proposes a framework based on a
multi-layer SOA and the concept of community [31]. The authors seem to be among the
firsts to identify the need for a VO management system and the proposed multi-layer architecture consists of four manager roles
(community, reputation, resources and decision making), which coordinates the operational services layer. Inter-operability is
reached by a layer of semantic services and
domain ontologies.
4 The Cloud-based virtual organization
In recent years, a new paradigm known as
Cloud computing has been added to software
engineering landscape encompassing Software as a Service (SaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service
(IaaS). Among these types, SaaS is a software delivery model, which provides access
to business functionality remotely (usually
over the internet) as a service [9]. Thus,
Software as a Service introduces both a new
business model and a new software architecture model. The very essence of this architectural paradigm shift is the ability to embed
tools and techniques to capture common and
variable features of various business models
within the software at run-time instead of design-time. From the manager’s perspective,
the following three characteristics are essential to any enterprise Cloud [35]:
1. Configurations are dynamic and automated (or semi-automated) in varying and
unpredictable ways, and possibly even
include event-driven conditions.
2. Systems management technologies are
scalable so that they are manageable in
aggregate conditions (e.g., integration of
business constraints with infrastructure
constraints).
3. A Cloud is secure and has the necessary
information assurance capabilities.
SaaS seems to be the most familiar type of
Cloud Services to everyday Web users. The
application services layer host applications
that fit the SaaS model. These are applications that run in a Cloud and are provided on
demand as services to users. And we should
not only mention the widely used free ser-
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vices for general use like Google Docs.
There are enterprise targeted hosted software
offerings available on the Internet that handle
payroll processing, human resource management, collaboration, customer relationship
management, business partner relationship
management, to name only a few of them.
Popular examples of these offerings include
IBM Lotus Live, IBM Lotus Sametime, Unyte, Salesforce.com, Sugar CRM, and WebEx. In all cases, applications delivered via
the SaaS model benefit consumers by relieving them from installing and maintaining the
software, and can be used through licensing
models that support pay-per-use concepts.
We define the Cloud-based VO (Cloud-VO)
as a business process made of activities that
may allocate resources from different Clouds
in order to respond to business events. By
this approach we are committing to the designed VO type as opposed to the emergent
VO described earlier in the paper. The process is designed by a broker that will indentify the required activities and the Cloud services that could optimally respond to the opportunity that triggered the VO formation.
The process is coordinated by a work-flow
engine and a set of business rules. There are
two types of business rules: Cloud service
provider rules and the VO activities specific
rules. The business process itself does not
have any associated business objectives. The
objectives will have to be specified for each
activity and thus leaving the optimization of
the whole business process to take place
gradually, as long as each activity is analyzed
and optimized. Figure 1 shows such a VO
that allocates resources from Salesforce.com,
Google Apps Cloud, and Amazon Cloud
Services together with a specific DHL service. All these services are orchestrated by
the business process engine.
For each activity there is a number of welldefined elements that constitute the building
blocks used to analyze and design that activity: 1) the event that triggers the activity
(When); 2) the service that will be executed
(How); 3) the result produced when the activity completes (What); 4) other events that
may be triggered during the activity execu-
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tion (What); 5) the organizational role that is
going to be in charge for the activity completion (Who – the human or software agent); 6)
the business objective used to measure and
analyze the activity in order to find out ways
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for optimization. All these basic elements
may be analyzed from different perspectives,
depending on the number of stakeholders
taken into account: business, information,
application,
cost,
time,
rules
etc.

Fig. 1. The Cloud-based Virtual Organization as a business process running Cloud Services
In order to design each of the Cloud-based
VO activities, we will take into consideration
the principle of views and viewpoints separation in the software architecture development, recommended by ISO/IEC 42010:2007
- Recommended Practice for Architectural
Description of Software-intensive Systems
[36]. SO/IEC 42010:2007 addresses the activities of the creation, analysis and sustainment of architectures of software-intensive
systems, and the recording of such architectures in terms of architectural descriptions.
ISO/IEC 42010:2007 establishes a conceptual framework for architectural description
and defines the content of an architectural
description. It specifies requirements on the
contents of an architecture description. An
architecture description (AD) expresses the
architecture of a system. An AD is a document, repository or collection of artifacts

used to define and document architectures.
According to this standard, every system is
considered in the context of its environment.
The environment of a system is understood
through the identification of the stakeholders
(e.g. client for the system, users, operators,
developers, suppliers, regulators) of the system and their system concerns (e.g. data
structure, behavior, data access, control, cost,
safety, security). Identifying the stakeholders
and concerns helps the architect to get a detailed understanding of the context in which
the system must be developed, used and operated. In order to take into consideration
both the stakeholders and the many concerns
of a system, the standard introduces two fundamental basic constructs of the system’s architecture: viewpoints and views.
A viewpoint is a way of looking at a system.
A viewpoint captures the conventions for
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constructing, interpreting and analyzing a
particular kind of view. Viewpoint conventions include languages, notations, model
types, modeling methods, analysis techniques, design rules and any associated
methods.
A view is what you see when looking from
the chosen viewpoint. A view is a collection
of models representing the architecture of the
whole system relative to a set of architectural
concerns. Separation of concerns is a useful
technique for managing complexity. A view
is part of a particular architecture description
for a system of interest. For example, a structural view of a system might include a model
showing components and their interfaces and
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a model of their dependencies and inheritance relationships. A performance view
might consist of models for resource utilization, timing schedules and cause-effect diagrams. The idea of a view is that it addresses
a specific set of concerns about a system using well-defined notations and models.
Using this approach, we can describe an activity by filling in all the cells of a matrix like
the one shown in Table 1. The matrix is using the views (columns) and viewpoints
(rows) described above as core elements in
Cloud-based VO engineering, but each designer (VO broker) may define his own extensions.

Table 1. Views and viewpoints for Cloud-based VO activities
How
(Ser- What (Struc- Who
When (Event) vice)
ture)
(Role)
The
infor- Organimation struc- zation
ture(s)
that roles acThe
service will be deliv- countaThe event that that will be ered once the ble for
triggers the ac- executed by activity fin- the activViewpoints
tivity
the activity
ishes
ity
The description of the
service
that
will do the job
(manual,
semiEvent
name automated, au- The business The role
and description tomated)
document(s)
name
Business
The business
document
formal struc- The user
IN/OUT pa- ture (UML, descripEvent structure rameters
XML, DER)
tion
Information
The service fully automated. If the acThe actual ser- tivity is semivice that takes automated or
the event and manual,
the The service
dispatches it to service
that that will deal The authe enterprise will show the with the per- thenticasystem (usual- GUI to the us- sistency
tion sysly, the ESB)
er
transaction
tem
Application

Objective
The
declared
business
objective
for this activity

Business
objective
(cost,
time, profit)
Logging
info structure and
location

Logging
& monitoring services
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Cost

Time

Rules

Information
Event
prostorage
& The hucessing
and Cost per ser- management
man
storage costs
vice execution costs
costs
Time
when
documents
Time
when have
Execution
transaction
been
Arriving time
time
ended
signed
To apply to
service execution (pre and
To apply to the postTo apply to Automaevent
processing)
the structure
tion rules

5 A framework for Cloud-based virtual
organization engineering
The framework for Cloud-based virtual organization engineering (CVOE) is intended
to promote a cohesive approach which considers a process view of information processing within the context of the entire virtual organizational operational environment.
This conceptual framework innovatively
combines ISO/IEC 42010:2007 recommendations with a number of software architectures, development principles and design patterns in order to provide the highest possible
flexibility for the dynamic reconfiguration of
resources used by a certain instance of a
Cloud-VO. The main focus is on: 1) views
reuse for multiple VOs; 2) simulate the process and analyze the costs with respect to
business objectives.
In order to achieve these goals, the framework takes the REST (Representational State
Transfer – a well-known architectural style)
principles and applies them to the Cloud-VO
engineering by declaring that every view
used to describe an activity is a Resource. As

Computed
cost of the
activity

Computed
time
till
the activity completion
Rules to
instruct
the objective computation

a consequence, we may say that the main
components of a Cloud-VO are: activities,
resources and business rules. Each activity
uses resources of various types. For example,
each activity is supposed to execute a service
and is supposed to be managed by a certain
organizational role. Following the vision of
our framework, both the service and the role
are resources that may be located anywhere
in the Clouds. Resources are organized in
Resource Catalogues. Each entry in a Resource Catalogue has a globally unique identifier given by its own URI and needs to be
further described in detail based on the declared architectural viewpoints of the CloudVO. The viewpoints will actually become the
columns in these catalogues (see Table 2).
By creating a repository of catalogues (Table
2), the VO designer you will quickly discover that the complexity can be easily managed
by filling each cell of this repository with
URIs. Also, the designer may add any new
viewpoint as a new column (cost, for example).
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Table 2. Resource Catalogues used to describe the resources involved in Cloud VO activities
Viewpoints
Business
Information
(human read- (machine
Application (execuName
Description
able)
readable)
tion environment)
URI
to
IN/OUT parameters'
Business
URI to the ser- structure
Services Cat- Services
the vice description (WSDL,
alog (BSC)
VO can use
(e.g. Wiki-page) XML)
URI to the service
Business
Documents
Catalog
Document
URI to the BD URI to the URI to the persis(BDC)
templates
description
template
tence service
List of the
Business
events that the URI
to
the URI to the
Events Cata- VO responds Event descrip- event Struclog (BEC)
to
tion
ture
URI to the ESB
URI to the de- URI to the
Roles Cata- The VO struc- scription of the formal
de- URI to the authentilog (RC)
ture
role
scription
cation service
URI to the
Business
BP
formal URI to the service
Processes
URI to the BP description
that will actually execatalog
Business pro- description (e.g. (BPEL,
cute the business pro(BPC)
cesses
BPMN)
JPDL)
cess
Describe the
URI to the URI to the service
Objectives
VO’s
objec- URI to the de- formal prop- that will monitor the
Catalog (OC) tives
scription
erties
activities
Once everything is treated as a resource, the
business rules expressions associated to different views of each activity may utilize the
URIs and thus opening a new range of opportunities for business rules to be declared by
business people using DSL (Domain Specific
Language) statements based on resource

Viewponts
Business

Rules

names found in various catalogs. The CloudVO can thus be designed using the Resource
Allocation Matrix (VO-RAM) found in Table
3. For each activity we will have two rows:
the resource URIs and the business rules
statements using those URIs.

Table 3. Resource Allocation Matrix for the Cloud VO
What
Who
When (Event) How (Service) (Structure)
(Role)
Objective
URI
(from URI
(from URI (from URI(from URI (from
BEC)
BSC)
BDC)
RC)
OC)
Rule expressions using resource names from various catalogs. The business
process engine running the VO will translate these rules based on the associated URIs.
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The main sequence that will be executed at
runtime by the VO’s internal business process engine would take the form of:
When Event then
PUT(Where, EXECUTE (How (What) ))
APPROVE(Where, Who)

Starting from the above mentioned principles, the CVOE framework proposes a VO
development life-cycle made of the following
activities:
1) create resource catalogs;
2) create the Cloud-VO business process;
3) create the resource allocation matrix;
4) simulate the Cloud-VO;
5) generate the Cloud-VO physical definition;
6) run the Cloud-VO instances.
Table 4 shows an example of the VO-RAM
for the first activity of the VO exemplified

earlier in the paper (see also figure 1). In this
example we use the resources’ URI directly
together with specific expressions used to
communicate with the process engine in order to read/write context variables. The
whole set of expressions that can be used in
VO-RAM will form the VO’s expression
language. Indeed an expression language will
be needed if we want to avoid the overhead
of calling VO’s internal business process execution services by their externally accessible
URIs.
By replacing resources’ URIs with their corresponding catalogue URI, we can settle the
basis for a technique that will provide the reusability of resource descriptions. This way,
the VO designer (broker) will be able to add
as many viewpoints as needed to the catalog
description without the need to alter the VORAM.

Table 4. Resource Allocation Matrix example
When

How

Marketing

http://abc.com.events# http://salesforce.
StartMktCampaign
com/services/23
4RFDS5454

Receive
order

http://abc.co
m.events#OrderEvent
Email

Rules

When ${orderByEmail}.customer.name
="Client A" Then Notify
http://eolcloud.com/us
ers#Mark

What

Where

Who

http://abc.com/res/
offer

${sentOffers}

http://abc.c
om/users#J
ohn

http://google.c
om/spreadshee
ts?key=2131F
GD

http://abc.c
om/users#
Doe

http://abc.com/se ${orderByEmail},
rvices/orderRece ${offer}
ived

6 Related work
To our knowledge, there is no similar work
regarding virtual organization engineering
framework based on Cloud resources taking
into account the concept of reusing the multiple views and viewpoints needed to satisfy
all the stakeholders’ perspectives.
As we have seen earlier in this paper, there
are a number of frameworks addressing creation and management of a VO. By summarizing the literature, we can identify three general models: a) frameworks based on agents
and rules [21], [22]; b) frameworks based on
services and SOA [27], [30]; c) frameworks

that focus on Semantic Web technologies to
create the required collaboration environment
[28], [29]. All these frameworks address the
problem of identifying the optimal model of
coordination for the autonomous services/agents and the management of semantic
agreements within the VO contextual environment. Quite the opposite, our framework
takes into consideration the whole complexity of a VO system based on Cloud services.
There are also well known frameworks focusing on enterprise engineering in general,
like Zachman, ArchiMate, TOGAF, eTOm.
However, all of them do impose rigid struc-
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tures on the architecture and are not suitable
for MDD (Model Driven Development) automation process From this point of view our
framework has taken the abstraction process
to the next level: the designer may define his
own views and viewpoints and still be able to
apply MDD techniques to obtain its running
VO system based on resource URIs and descriptions found in Resource Catalogues.
7 Conclusions and future work
The approach introduced by this paper makes
very easy for designers to reuse resources
and different descriptions associated with different viewpoints. It also allows simulating
and dynamically modifying different CloudVO configurations in order to identify the optimal configuration of resources used for
Cloud-VO activities. As future work we intend to formally define the VO-RAM expression language and to create the architecture
needed for the VO-RAM to be embeddable
as a plug-in tool into various workflow/business process engines
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